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Queen - We Are The Champions (Multitrack)

We Are The Champions (Multitrack). Last week, I wrote about a CD of Queen's multitrack
instrumental tracks that had been recorded for News of the World. I needed to know more about this
multitrack material and so, last week, I returned to the subject when it was brought to my attention
that there is a multitrack version of We Are The Champions on the 24-bit multitrack CD released by
Sony/Rhino. This is the same multitrack version of the song which appeared on News Of The World.
This version of We Are The Champions is available on a download from Amazon Music. In fact, the
search on Amazon Music for We Are The Champions by Queen has found almost 500,000 tracks,

which is a lot of music! So I was really pleased to find that the BPM of the multitrack version of We
Are The Champions was 96 beats per minute, whereas the News Of The World version of We Are The
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Champions is 87 beats per minute. Instead of having one vocal, the multitrack version of We Are The
Champions has five, which would account for the extra two beats per minute that we hear compared
to News Of The World. The multitrack version of We Are The Champions also has a different backing

track, though this is obvious to anyone familiar with both versions. The multitrack version has 23
tracks of music, which are made up of loops of music (instrumental and vocals) with multitrack verse

and chorus sections. There are separate loops for the different sections which are then edited
together. The song is in the key of D major, and there is an extensive use of the I-IV-V chord

progression. There are also a couple of other interesting chords present which could have been in
the News Of The World version, but are absent here. There is some multitrack arrangement of the
track which is quite similar to the arrangement on the News Of The World version and is basically
three parts. According to Steve Rinkoff, the multi-track arrangements were created by Matthew
Fisher. The first part of this arrangement is the lead guitar which is played by Steve Rinkoff, Paul

Buckmaster and Roger Taylor, and there are two loops of this part. This first part is also the section
which is most similar to the News Of The World version. It is made up of one repeat loop and one

chorus loop, with 6d1f23a050
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